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ABSTRACT The gap junction membrane channel is composed of macular aggregations of intercellular channels permitting
the direct intercellular transfer of ions and small molecules. Each intercellular channel is formed by the apposition of two
hexameric transmembrane channels (connexons), one from each cell. The interlocking of the two channels occurs extracel-
lularly in a narrow 3.5-nm "gap" separating the junctional membranes. The channel-channel interaction is known to be
selective between members of the family of proteins, called connexins, which oligomerize into the connexons. In addition to
selectivity, the molecular interfaces involved in the extracellular interactions between connexons must be very congruent,
since the intercellular channel must provide high resistances to the leakage of small ions between the channel lumen and the
extracellular space. By using a recently developed biochemical procedure for obtaining ordered arrays of connexons from
gap junctions split in the extracellular gap, (Ghoshroy, S., D. A. Goodenough, and G. E. Sosinsky. 1995. Preparation,
characterization, and structure of half gap junctional layers split with urea and EGTA. J. Membr. Biol. 146:15-28) a
three-dimensional reconstruction of a connexon has been obtained by electron crystallographic methods. This reconstruction
emphasizes the structural asymmetry between the extracellular and cytoplasmic domains and assigns lobed structural
features to the extracellular domains of the connexon. The implication of our hemichannel structure is discussed in relation
to the in vivo state of unpaired connexons, which have been shown to exist in the plasma membrane.
INTRODUCTION
Intercellular communication through gap junction channels
has functional roles in cell survival, differentiation, metab-
olism, morphogenesis, and mutagenesis (Bennett et al.,
1991; Dermietzel et al., 1990; Fraser et al., 1987; Gilula et
al., 1972; Goodenough et al., 1996; Hooper and Subak-
Sharpe, 1981; Revel et al., 1985). Gap junctions are spe-
cialized cell-cell contact regions that contain tens to thou-
sands of intercellular channels that link two apposed cells.
These channels facilitate a form of intercellular communi-
cation by permitting the regulated passage of ions and small
molecules from one cell to another (Bennett and Goode-
nough, 1978).
Gap junction intercellular channels are composed of two
paired transmembrane protein oligomers (connexons), one
from each juxtaposed membrane. Each connexon contains
six homomeric or heteromeric subunits made from members
of a multigene family of homologous proteins called con-
nexins (Beyer et al., 1990; Jiang and Goodenough, 1996;
Makowski et al., 1977; Sosinsky, 1995; Stauffer, 1995). The
channel-channel interaction is known to be selective be-
tween connexins. In addition to selectivity, the molecular
interfaces involved in the extracellular interactions between
connexons must be congruent, since the intercellular channel
must provide high resistances to the leakage of small ions
between the channel lumen and the extracellular space. The
connexin proteins are designated by the abbreviation Cx fol-
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lowed by the molecular mass in kilodaltons, e.g., rat Cx32 is
the predominant connexin found in rat liver connexons.
Proteolysis and antibody binding experiments indicate
that the family of connexins have a common folding topol-
ogy with the peptide chain traversing the membrane four
times (Beyer et al., 1987; Goodenough et al., 1988;
Hertzberg et al., 1988; Milks et al., 1988; Nicholson et al.,
1985; Yancy et al., 1989; Zhang and Nicholson, 1989;
Zimmer et al., 1987). The N- and C-termini are located on
the cytoplasmic side of the junctional membrane, while the
extracellular (or "gap") side of the membrane contains two
loops, called El and E2. Comparisons of the amino acid
sequences of known connexins have shown that while the
amino terminus, the four membrane spanning domains, and
the two extracellular loops are relatively conserved, the
remainder of the cytoplasmic domains are highly variable.
(White et al., 1995).
Several lines of evidence imply that the connexon struc-
ture at the cytoplasmic surface is disordered (Sosinsky,
1992). The cytoplasmic structure has not been adequately
visualized in either the three-dimensional reconstructions
from electron microscopy (Sikerwar et al., 1991; Sikerwar
and Unwin, 1988; Unwin and Ennis, 1984; Unwin and
Zampighi, 1980) or in x-ray diffraction analyses (Makowski
et al., 1984; Tibbitts et al., 1990). Fourier averages of
images of cardiac gap junctions containing Cx43 at - 16 A
resolution are almost identical in projection with liver gap
junctions (Yeager and Gilula, 1992) in spite of 11-kDa
mass difference between Cx43 and Cx32 in the C-terminal
tail. Endogenous proteolysis of Cx43 produces a connexin
that is missing an - 13-kDa fragment but the Fourier aver-
ages of images of the proteolyzed samples are almost iden-
tical to the unproteolyzed specimens. Removal of the cyto
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plasmic domains from liver gap junctions by proteolysis
also does not significantly change the high-resolution equa-
torial reflections in x-ray diffraction patterns, although the
mass loss was visualized in the electron density profiles
calculated from x-ray diffraction meridional data (Ma-
kowski et al., 1984).
In contrast, the transmembrane and extracellular domains
of the connexons are more highly ordered in isolated gap
junction specimens, and thus are amenable to Fourier anal-
yses. Modeling studies, CD spectra, and analyses of high-
angle x-ray diffraction data are consistent with a-helical
secondary structure in these ordered domains (Cascio et al.
1990, 1995; Milks et al., 1988; Tibbitts et al., 1990; Unwin,
1986). The model that best fits the x-ray diffraction data
contains a four a-helical bundle with one or two of the
helices tilted -20° with respect to the membrane plane.
Analysis of meridional arcs centered at 4.9 A that are
sampled by an -80-A interference function locates the
a-helical scattering centers in the transmembrane domains;
however, the data are not of sufficient resolution to permit
the dissection of specific contributions of each putative
helix from contributions of the extracellular domains (Tib-
bitts et al., 1990).
The involvement of the connexin extracellular domain in
cell-cell interaction has been studied using several ap-
proaches. Biochemically, the El and E2 loops each contain
three conserved cysteines, and Dahl et al. (1991, 1992) have
shown that mutation of any of these six cysteine residues in
Cx32 completely blocks the development of gap junctional
conductances between Xenopus oocyte pairs. Site-specific
El and E2 antisera will stearically interfere with gap junc-
tion assembly between certain cells in culture (Meyer et al.,
1992). White et al. (1994) showed that the E2 domain is a
determinant of connexin selectivity in heterotypic connexon
interactions. Foote and Nicholson (1997) moved the first
and third cysteines of each E-loop of Cx32 to various
positions away from their wild-type positions. Only if the
Cys residues are moved in pairs, such that their relative
positions permit continued disulfide bonding, will func-
tional channels result. The least perturbation of channel-
forming capacity and biophysical properties are observed if
the Cys residues are moved precisely two residues in either
direction, consistent with a (3-sheet secondary structure.
Further experiments by Foote and Nicholson suggest a
model in which the extracellular domains form stacked
3-sheets, each with a central reverse turn, which are joined
and held in a rigid conformation by three interloop disulfide
bonds.
Due to the extremely tight interlocking of the connexons
in the extracellular gap necessary for ionic insulation of the
intercellular channel pore, images of the extracellular do-
mains of the connexons are difficult to obtain from intact
intercellular channels at low resolution. Current connexon
models, therefore, are based on reconstructions of the entire
channel, which is then divided at the midpoint to produce a
single connexon (for example, see Unwin and Zampighi,
have been obtained by atomic force microscopy (AFM),
which show distinct lattice structure and some subunit de-
tail, and indicate a rigidity to the extracellular structure
sufficient to resist the mechanical dissection performed by
the AFM cantilever (Hoh et al., 1991, 1993). The rigidity of
the extracellular domain is in agreement with the x-ray data
and evidence for disulfide-bonded (3-sheets reviewed above.
While connexons are known to be present in the nonjunc-
tional membranes of cultured cells (Musil and Goodenough,
1991), they are not clustered in sufficient density to permit
a structural analysis. Ghoshroy et al. (1995) refined a pro-
tocol developed by Manjunath et al. (1984) for reproducibly
obtaining single connexon layers or "split junctions" with
high efficiency and good structural integrity. A good exam-
ple of a split junction is shown in Fig. 1 A. These split
junctions offer the opportunity to visualize the extracellular
surface of the connexon. The specimens have permitted a
three-dimensional reconstruction of connexons formed from
Cx32 and Cx26 from rat liver at a resolution of -20 A by
the technique of 3-D electron crystallography. From this
reconstruction, new information about the topology of the
extracellular domain was determined.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation and splitting of gap junctions
Preparations of isolated gap junctions were made from rat liver using a
detergent extraction procedure, which is detailed in Fallon and Goode-
nough (1981) and Baker et al. (1985). Purified plaques of gap junctions
were split with urea and EGTA as described by Ghoshroy et al. (1995).
SDS-PAGE of both intact and split gap junctions was performed (Good-
enough et al., 1988) to check that proteolysis was minimal.
Electron microscopy
Split gap junctions were adsorbed to carbon-coated grids rendered hydro-
philic by UV light and stained with 2% uranyl acetate. Low-dose, cryo-EM
images were taken at a nominal magnification of 35,000 on a Philips CM 12
electron microscope, operated at 120 kV, and equipped with a Gatan 651
anticontaminator and a Gatan 626 cold stage cooled to - - 175°C. Tilting
of the specimens to provide three-dimensional (3-D) data was achieved
with a goniometer stage. Tilt series with tilts up to 620 and tilt angle
increment of either 10 or 200 within each series were collected. The
defocus was -450 nm (as measured by optical diffraction) which resulted
in the first zero in the phase contrast transfer function (PCTF) lying beyond
the 16-A resolution cutoff used in the 3-D reconstruction. Tilt series quality
was assessed both visually and by optical diffraction. Tilt series of split gap
junction patches were rejected if they did not diffract to at least 20 A
resolution. Typically, these images had distinctly visible connexons. Five
tilt series (41 images) satisfied the resolution criteria and provided an
adequate sampling of Fourier space.
Image analysis
Fourier methods (Henderson et al., 1986) were used to generate the 3-D
reconstruction of the gap junction connexon. Micrographs were digitized
on an Eikonics CCD model 1412 microdensitometer at a raster of 20 ,um
(5.7-A pixel size). The image area that provided the best optical diffraction
was further reduced after digitization to optimize the strength of the
structure factor amplitudes determined from the computed diffraction
pattern. This area was computer-processed as shown in the flow chart
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FIGURE 1 Electron micrographs recorded at - - 175°C and 120 kV of split gap junctions stained with uranyl acetate. (A) Untilted image of split plaques.
Curled edges (arrows) and folds (arrowheads) confirm the presence of single membranes. Individual connexons are visible on a hexagonal lattice and
appear as "doughnuts." The digitized area is boxed. (B) Image of the same membrane recorded at 600 tilt. Scale bar = 150 nm. (C) Computed diffraction
pattern, after crystal lattice unbending, from an image area in (A) that was boxed to provide a uniform lattice. The lattice constant is 83 A. Third-order
reflections are clearly visible and higher-order reflections can be detected above the background after image processing. (D) Same as (C) but computed
from a boxed image taken from the 600 image of (B). (E) Magnified subareas of (A) and (B) providing details of the edge views of hemichannel membranes
at 00 and 600 tilts. Scale bar = 61 nm. (F) Filtered image generated by masking the reflections of the computed diffraction pattern of (C) with a six-pixel
radius circular filter, and then computing the inverse Fourier transform. A smaller region of -6 x 6 connexons is shown. The pore (dark circle at the center
of each connexon) is an outstanding feature. The region between connexons, the lipid bilayer, is also darker than the connexon protein mass, but not as
dark as the pore.
provided in Fig. 2. A combination of software packages was used to take
advantage of the unique capabilities of each. The majority of programs
used were from the MRC Electron Microscopy (Crowther et al., 1996) and
CCP4 (Collaborative Computational Project 4, 1994) packages. Crystal
lattice distortions were corrected by the methods described by Henderson
et al. (1986) using the SPECTRA software package (Schmid et al., 1993).
Each image was brought to a common phase origin by the program
ORIGTILT. The structure factor phases were close to 0 or 1800 for the
nominally untilted images. Hence the plane group symmetry must be
centrosymmetric (e.g., p2, p6). The program ALLSPACE further con-
firmed p6 symmetry for 2-D crystals of connexons. The expected resolu-
tion in projection was estimated by the program AVRGAMPHS and
extends to -15 A.
Calculation and display of 3-D maps
The nominally untilted image data were first combined. Images were
subsequently merged in order of increasing tilt. Merging was performed
using the crystallographic plane group, p6, since it was previously deter-
mined that split gap junctions from liver maintain the hexagonal substruc-
ture found in intact gap junctions (Ghoshroy et al., 1995). The tilt angles
and axes were calculated by the Shaw and Hills (1981) procedure. The 3-D
merging of structure factors (Amos et al., 1982) was accomplished with
ORIGTILT using p6 symmetry. The 3-D data set contained 37 of 41
images that could be merged with low phase residuals. The program
LATLINE (Agard, 1983) was used to fit smooth curves along each recip-
rocal lattice line. The merged images, ranging in tilt angles from -60° to
+62°, sampled the lattice lines sufficiently to follow the continuous
variations in amplitudes and phases. Sampling the curves at intervals of
0.005 A-' provided the amplitudes and phases used for calculating the 3-D
connexon map. The effect of the PCTF on the structure factor amplitudes
was corrected. The program PREPMKMTZ converted LATLINE output
into the mtz format used by the suite of CCP4 programs and removed
unreliable phase measurements. The CCP4 programs were used to calcu-
late the 3-D map using Fourier terms sampled along the lattice lines at
intervals of 0.005 A- . Figure-of-merit (FOM) weighting was used to
downweight unreliable structure factors. Also, a B-factor of -5000 A2 was
employed to ameliorate the unreasonably high scaling of low-resolution
amplitudes obtained by the PCTF correction. Contour plots of map sections
were generated using PLUTO. The surface-rendered maps were displayed
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FIGURE 2 Flow chart describing the computer processing of electron
micrographs (see Experimental Procedures for a description of the image
processing). The name of the program used at each step in the flow chart
is capitalized. Note that a 3-D reconstruction was computed from each tilt
series, which allowed differentiation of split gap junction membranes from
intact membranes.
with the SYNU graphics package (Hessler et al., 1992). The molecular
envelope of the connexon was estimated by the program DALTON, and
confirmed by the program SYNUVOLUME. The point spread function
(PSF) (Born and Wolf, 1980; Stevens et al., 1994) was calculated to
estimate the 3-D resolution for our 3-D map using the method described by
Unger and Schertler (1995).
RESULTS
Specimen characterization
A low-irradiation image of an untilted gap junction plaque
that had been chemically split using the protocol developed
by Ghoshroy et al. (1995) is shown in Fig. 1 A. The contrast
in this image was quite good, as indicated by the visibility
of the connexon lattice in the original micrograph. The
effect of the urea and EGTA used in this splitting protocol
was the separation of the two connexon membranes while
maintaining the structural integrity of the connexon lattice.
The two-dimensional, hexagonal lattice observed after split-
ting had the same lattice constant and packing arrangement
found in the whole junctions. As with intact junction crys-
tals, connexon crystals displayed a relatively high degree of
mosaicity, which limited the useful size of a coherent area
for crystallographic averaging to a small fraction of the total
plaque. Split junctions were generally smaller than intact
junctions, which may have been the result of fracturing
along domain boundaries of the mosaic crystals, as previ-
ously postulated (Ghoshroy et al., 1995).
There are three criteria, used at various stages before the
final 3-D map was generated, that were used to differentiate
between split and intact gap junctions. First, at the micros-
copy stage, the difference in mass density between intact
and split junctions, which was seen as a contrast difference,
could usually be observed at low magnification. This con-
trast difference was even more pronounced when searching
for suitable junctions in the "defocused diffraction mode."
Second, after prints were made from electron micrographs,
morphological guides, e.g., folds and edge appearance, were
used to distinguish between single membrane (split) and
double membrane (intact) junctions (Ghoshroy et al., 1995).
The curled edges (single arrows) and folds (double arrows)
in Fig. 1 A indicate the presence of a single membrane. Fig.
1 B shows the same membrane recorded at 600 tilt. This
high-tilt image provides even more pronounced edge views
confirming the morphological guides of Fig. 1 A. Fig. 1, C
and D are the computed diffraction patterns, after crystal
lattice unbending, from areas in Fig. 1, A and B, respec-
tively, that were boxed to provide a uniform lattice, i.e., a
single domain of the mosaic crystal. Third-order reflections
were clearly visible, and fourth-order reflections were de-
tected above the background after image processing. In the
third criterion for single membranes, a 3-D reconstruction
was calculated from each of the five tilt series used in the
final 3-D connexon map. Although a reconstruction com-
puted from only seven images is low-resolution, this was
sufficient to confirm that these membranes were indeed
single connexon layers.
To detect stain penetration inside the lipid bilayer that
may have resulted from detergent extraction of lipid or from
the urea extraction procedure, we a) present magnified edge
views and b) generated a filtered image. Fig. 1 E shows
views looking down the edge of the membrane tilted 00 and
60°. If significant stain penetration had occurred, then the
membrane would appear darker in the edge view than in the
perpendicular view through the stain-excluding (connexon)
mass. The edge view of the hemichannel membrane does
indeed appear darker, but not to the extent that we can
unequivocally assert that stain significantly penetrated the
bilayer. The filtered image, generated by masking the re-
flections of the computed diffraction pattern with a 6-pixel
radius circular filter, is shown in Fig. 1 F. Filtering elimi-
nated noise from the image and resulted in a sharper view of
the connexons. The darker regions between connexons
might indicate stain penetration. However, it is equally
likely that these regions indicate disordered areas, e.g.,
noncrystalline lipid packing, that were lost upon local
averaging.
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Improvement in image quality
Multiple passes of crystal lattice unbending provided a
much greater number of reflections above the noise level in
computed diffraction patterns. Correcting for long-range,
translational lattice distortions resulted in a two to threefold
increase in the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of summed inten-
sities. Fig. 3 shows boxes of intensities summed around the
expected reflection position for all reflections in two reso-
lution ranges from the diffraction pattern of Fig. 1 C. This
figure indicates that a relatively strong signal was present
beyond a resolution of 25 A. The low-resolution summed
intensity (83-25 A) was many times higher than the me-
dium-resolution summed intensity (25-20 A) because neg-
ative stain preservation greatly enhanced the strength of
low-resolution intensities. Below 20-A resolution, the
summed intensities dropped to -2 times the background.
The first pass of lattice unbending provided a map showing
areas of good cross-correlation between the reference area
(3 X 3 unit cells cut out from the image center) and the
entire image area. Only those areas showing good cross-
correlation peaks were subsequently boxed for a second
pass of lattice unbending. We found that boxing around only
the most coherent areas significantly improved the S/N,
usually by 30-50%, after unbending.
Scaled intensities (83 A - 25 A resolution)
8 9 5 8 10 7 8 5 5
11 6 6 13 16 7 5 7 7
9 9 11 15 29 18 11 10 5
17 7 11 114 313 92 9 14 9
16 7 24 305 1028 324 32 26 14
14 10 16 44 128 59 7 14 6
11 9 9 19 42 26 13 21 5
11 15 8 16 17 15 9 10 7
17 13 14 14 11 8 9 9 11
Scaled intensities (25 A - 20 A resolution)
5 6 5 10 15 10 7 11 10
4 3 5 8 7 3 6 5 14
7 17 11 8 4 8 4 9 4
12 6 5 10 5 4 11 5 5
6 11 6 20 36 9 10 10 8
6 19 25 33 40 11 5 3 5
8 7 3 8 5 5 3 3 6
9 12 9 13 5 10 5 5 3
9 8 8 8 12 9 15 5 4
FIGURE 3 Summed intensities in boxes around expected reflection po-
sitions after crystal lattice unbending. Reflections from the diffraction
pattern of Fig. 1 C were separated into two resolution ranges, low (83-25
A) and medium (25-20 A).
Assessment of image and 3-D
reconstruction quality
Each of the five tilt series was used to create separate 3-D
reconstructions and confirmed that only images of single
membranes were merged into the final map. Structure factor
amplitudes and phases varied continuously perpendicular to
the plane of the connexon membrane, giving continuous
lattice lines along z*. Merging images with different tilts
provided values of the amplitudes and phases at different
sections through the reciprocal lattice lines. Table 1 pro-
vides merging statistics for images in four tilt ranges. The
number of common spots between an image to be merged
with the previously merged images must be sufficiently
high such that the phase origin will be brought to the p6
phase origin, in common with all merged images. Even in
the highest tilt range there was a sufficient number of
common reflections to unambiguously merge each added
image to the common phase origin. Phase residuals were
based on comparisons between each added phase and all
previously accumulated values related by symmetry. The
low phase residuals ( 13-180) presented in Table 1 were
due in part to the inclusion of only the strongest reflections,
but also reflected the accuracy of the determined lattice and
tilt parameters. These low residuals also indicated that the
error in merging was minimal.
Fig. 4 shows lattice lines for the six strongest reflections.
The phase data possessed a small degree of scatter, indicat-
ing reliability of features in the 3-D map produced from
these data. To ameliorate the artificial boost in low-resolu-
tion amplitudes caused by correcting for the PCTF and to
correct for the dominance of overly strong low-resolution
amplitudes produced by negative-stain embedment (see Fig.
2) a scale (temperature) factor was used to boost the med-
ium-resolution amplitudes (Unger and Schertler, 1995) and
is plotted in Fig. 4. A criterion used to select a proper
temperature factor was that it should not change which
reflection had the largest amplitude relative to the rest of the
data. For our data, the reflection with the largest amplitude
was the [ 1,0,0]. When the temperature factor magnitude was
7000 A2 and above, the reflection with the largest amplitude
was no longer the [1,0,0], but rather a much higher-resolu-
tion reflection, which indicated that this value was too high.
Another criterion for selecting a proper temperature factor
TABLE 1 Merging statistics as a function of image tilt angle
Range of tilt Number of Common reflections Phase
angles Images for merging* residual'
0-50 5 18.2 13.20
5-250 12 17.0 17.70
25-450 1 1 13.2 17.80
45-650 9 8.2 13.80
*The mean number of independent reflections from a newly merged image
in common with previously merged images, using only IQ 1-5 spots. Z*
bin of 0.005 A-'.
#The mean phase residual from a newly merged image compared with
previously merged images, using the common reflections.
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was the appearance of the map itself. A value of 7000 A2 or
more produced what appeared to be artifacts in the con-
nexon boundary, which were eliminated when a value of
5000 A2 was used. The effect of this scaling was to provide
a more detailed map representing the true resolution con-
tained in the merged data.
3-D connexon map and the reliability of
structural features
The 3-D reconstruction of the gap junction connexon em-
phasized the asymmetry between the extracellular and the
cytoplasmic domains (Fig. 5, A D). The cytoplasmic and
extracellular surfaces of the maps were assigned based on
three lines of evidence. First, the feature at the threefold axis
was previously determined to lie on the cytoplasmic surface
based upon the distance it moved between tilted and untilted
images of the same negatively stained intact junctions
(Baker and Sosinsky, unpublished results). Second, trypsin
treatment of these same specimens (only the cytoplasmic
domains were enzyme-accessible) removed the feature at
the threefold axis and replaced it with a pocket of stain that
also had the same distance constraints. Third, the six pro-
trusions, assigned to the extracellular surface, have also
FIGURE 5 Complementary views of
the connexon map. Shown here is the
p6 unit cell with a central connexon
and parts of the surrounding connexons
at the edges of the unit cell. (A) A side
view of the entire map showing the
asymmetry of the cytoplasmic and ex-
tracellular side. The contours are at
90% (yellow) and 80% (blue) of the
theoretical volume. There are six lobes
that protrude from the extracellular sur-
face. In contrast, the cytoplasmic side
shows little height modulation. (B)
shows a view of the central portion
(16-A thick) cut parallel to the x-axis
and emphasizes how the channel tapers
toward the extracellular side. (C) A
view looking down the cytoplasmic
portion of the structure, at a small angle
from the sixfold axis. The triangle de-
notes the threefold axis where stain-
excluding mass is observed. The thick-
ness of the connexon is 50 A. (D)
Connexon reconstruction viewed look-
ing down the extracellular side at a
small angle from the sixfold axis, lo-
cated at the center of the connexon.
been seen in AFM images of the extracellular surface (Hoh
et al., 1993).
The map shown in Fig. 5 was contoured at 90% and 80%
of the theoretical volume. The observed features remained
strong even at a display level of 65% of the theoretical
volume. If all parts of the Cx32 were visible, the cytoplas-
mic domains would contribute -47%, the extracellular do-
mains -26%, and the transmembrane domains -27%, re-
spectively, to the volume. However, these values are only
approximations based on current topological models of the
primary sequence (Goodenough et al., 1988). An 81% vol-
ume would correspond to a connexon composed solely of
Cx26 connexons. Cx32 and Cx26 are found in a 1O:1 ratio,
respectively, in isolated rat liver gap junctions (Zhang and
Nicholson, 1989). However, at this resolution, Cx32, Cx26,
and Cx32/Cx26 heteromeric connexons are indistinguishable.
While the extracellular surface had well-defined features
(Fig. 5 D), the cytoplasmic side was relatively flat (Fig. 5
C), apparently because of peptide flexibility in this region,
which was viewed as disorder in the crystallographic ap-
proach used (reviewed by Sosinsky, 1992, 1996). Hence,
the height of the connexon seen was only -50 A, as
depicted in the central section (Fig. 5 B) perpendicular to the
membrane. This height correlated well with the expected
0 0 *0.
00.
0.
.0
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membrane width of -35-40 A (Makowski et al., 1977;
Tibbitts et al., 1990) plus the measured extracellular height
of 14 A (Hoh et al., 1993). The distance that each connexon
protruded into the gap is -15 A, in good agreement with
one-half the gap width of negatively stained cross sections
of intact junctions from grid sections (-30 A thick, Sosin-
sky et al., 1988). The shrinkage due to the electron beam
and stain drying was reduced by the combination of low
temperature (- 1750C) and a low number of images in each
tilt series (Sikerwar et al., 1991; Sikerwar and Unwin, 1988;
Sosinsky et al., 1988). Initial trial experiments showed that
a seven-image exposure series made no discernible differ-
ence in image quality between the first and last exposures,
as judged by computed diffraction intensities.
To obtain information about the topology at the extracel-
lular domains, an estimate of the connexon molecular en-
velope was determined. Physiological, biochemical, and
structural results indicate that living organisms assemble
channels containing different connexins (Jiang and Goode-
nough, 1996; Sosinsky, 1995; Stauffer, 1995). It has been
hypothesized that plaques with the best crystalline order are
selective for homomeric channels (all six connexins in a
connexon of the same type) or heterotypic channels (each
connexon composed of a different type of connexin)
whereas loosely packed maculae are selective for hetero-
meric channels (different types of connexins in a single
connexon, Harris, 1997; Sosinsky, 1996). Since the con-
nexon layers used in the reconstruction showed good crys-
talline order, it was assumed that homomeric connexons
were present. Therefore, the molecular volume was esti-
mated to be 241,000 A3 based on the connexon molecular
mass of - 192,000 kDa. Since it is known that portions of
the cytoplasmic domains are disordered, this molecular vol-
ume was an overestimate of the protein density. This vol-
ume was then used to contour the density in Fig. 5 to display
the molecular envelope. A pore ran all the way through the
center of the connexon and was constricted to a diameter of
16 A on the extracellular end. The connexon had a diam-
eter of -65 A and the six density peaks protruding up from
the extracellular face were presumed to be the portions of
the six connexon subunits that would dock with an apposing
connexon to form an intercellular channel. The open pore on
the extracellular end and the six density protrusions were
also observed in atomic force microscope (AFM) images of
mechanically dissected connexons (Hoh et al., 1993). Prom-
inent stain-excluding density was also observed at the three-
fold axis of the unit cell on the cytoplasmic surface (Fig. 5,
A and C) which has been reported in the literature (Baker et
al. 1983, 1985; Caspar et al., 1988). This feature has been
absent in other published 3-D reconstructions of the double
membrane structure. Since this density was discontinuous
with the main connexon body (density center is - 10 A from
the closest edge of the connexon) it was unclear what this
feature might represent.
Contour plots of sections parallel to the membrane at the
cytoplasmic edge and the extracellular surface are shown in
Fig. 6, A and B, respectively. These sections provided a
II IC
FIGURE 6 Contour plots of 5-A sections cut from the 3-D map. (A)
Section parallel to the membrane plane at a level corresponding to the
cytoplasmic edge and (B) the extracellular edge of the connexon. (C)
Central section perpendicular to the membrane plane through the pore.
Solid contours represent positive density, i.e., stain-excluding regions
(ordered protein) and dashed contours represent negative density, i.e.,
regions of stain accumulation or nonordered regions.
perspective not easily seen in Fig. 5 C and showed the
hexagonality and skewing similar to the Baker et al. (1983)
projections. These sections also showed a similar twist of
the subunits between the cytoplasmic and extracellular
sides, as was seen by Unwin and co-workers (Unwin and
Zampighi, 1980; Unwin and Ennis, 1984). Fig. 6 C is a
contour plot viewing the reconstructed connexon perpendic-
ular to the pore, hence perpendicular to the contour plots of
Fig. 6, A and B. Negative contours are shown to investigate
the possibility that sufficient lipid was removed in the
detergent extraction or perhaps during the urea-EGTA split-
ting procedure such that stain had penetrated in the region
between connexons. High concentrations of urea (8 M) have
been used to solubilize the platelet glycoprotein complex
IIb.IIIA, an integral membrane protein (Gianazza et al.,
1992). Because the negative contours between connexons
are nearly as strong as those in the pore, stain penetration
between connexons might have occurred. However, crystal-
lographic averaging provides a reconstruction of only those
areas that are ordered. Thus, an alternative explanation is
that the negative contours represent disordered mass (cf.
Fig. 1 F).
The effective resolution of the 3-D map was estimated
from the point spread function (PSF, Fig. 7) of the input
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FIGURE 7 Sections (x, y) and (x, z) through the point spread function of
the experimental 3-D data. Solid contour lines are at the peak half-height
and the dotted contour lines are at the zero level. The underlying gridlines
have a spacing of 40 A. The resolution cutoffs, as measured from these
plots, are given to the side.
data (described by Unger and Schertler, 1995). The PSF was
used as a measure of the anisotropic resolution. The PSF-
calculated resolution cutoffs were - 16 A in plane and -26
A perpendicular to the membrane plane. The reduced reso-
lution in the vertical direction was due to incomplete 3-D
sampling; since the highest tilt angle was 620, there was an
unsampled wedge of Fourier space. As a check of feature
reliability, a comparison of an uncorrected ("raw") map and
the final PCTF/B factor-corrected map showed that the
overall features in each were similar (data not shown).
DISCUSSION
The data gathered from electron micrographs of split gap
junctions have permitted a three-dimensional reconstruction
of a single connexon. Previous reconstructions were ob-
tained from the double membrane structure and a single
connexon was estimated by simply dividing the structure
down the center of the extracellular space (Sikerwar and
Unwin, 1988; Unwin and Ennis, 1984; Unwin and
Zampighi, 1980). The reconstruction shown here provides a
visualization of the topology at the extracellular surface
avoiding an arbitrary separation of the paired connexons in
the extracellular space.
The key to obtaining the single connexon reconstruction
was the development of a reproducible procedure for split-
ting isolated gap junctions with high efficiency, resulting in
connexon plaques of good structural integrity (Ghoshroy et
al., 1995). Previous protocols for splitting the membrane
pair produced variable and partial splitting and/or disor-
dered membrane structure. By using a combination of urea,
chelating agents, and temperature, >75% split junctions
could be obtained that also maintained a hexagonal crystal
lattice.
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extracellular end. A broader cytoplasmic opening is consis-
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Relevance of uncoupled connexons to isolated
connexons in vivo
Our hemichannel structure is relevant to the increasing
interest shown in the mechanism of hemichannel assembly
before reaching the plasma membrane, aggregation in the
plasma membrane, and finally docking with a hemichannel
from an adjacent cell. The oligomerization of connexins
into a connexon (reviewed by Laird, 1996) is atypical of
integral membrane proteins in that it occurs in the trans-
Golgi network (Musil and Goodenough, 1993) instead of
taking place in the endoplasmic reticulum (Hurtley and
Helenius, 1989). Laird postulates that oligomerization oc-
curs in such a "late" compartment because "earlier" secre-
tory compartments may be unable to prevent connexon
pairing. There is also the expectation that hemichannels in
the trans-Golgi network are closed to maintain the integrity
of the Golgi membrane. Biochemical studies have provided
evidence that unpaired connexons exist in the plasma mem-
brane (DeVries and Schwartz, 1992; Evans, 1994; Musil
and Goodenough, 1993). In addition, evidence for the pres-
ence of functional hemichannels was obtained from expres-
sion of rat Cx46, chick Cx56, bovine Cx44, and Xenopus
Cx38 in single Xenopus oocytes. In these studies, channels
form in the nonjunctional plasma membrane and open on
depolarization (Paul et al., 1991; Ebihara and Steiner, 1993;
Ebihara et al., 1995; Gupta et al., 1994, Ebihara, 1996).
Comparison with other structural data
Similar to previous reconstructions from intact gap junc-
tions (Sikerwar and Unwin, 1988; Unwin and Ennis, 1984;
Unwin and Zampighi, 1980) the single connexon recon-
struction showed an open pore in the connexon center
running completely through the membrane. It was possible
that the pore was closed within the cytoplasmic domain (not
well-visualized in this reconstruction) which may control
gating (Makowski, 1988). While no major substructure was
visible at the cytoplasmic surfaces, slight modulations of
surface structure were seen that were distinctly different
from the classic skewed-lobe appearance (compare Fig. 5 C
and Fig. 6 A). It was possible that some of the surface
modulation seen on the cytoplasmic side may have been due
to contributions from the cytoplasmic loop or base of the
carboxy tail from each of the six connexin molecules. The
hexagonal substructure of the connexon was readily appar-
ent (even before imposing sixfold symmetry). An additional
common feature was the slight tapering of the molecular
envelope at the extracellular end when viewed parallel to
the membrane plane (best seen in cross section; Fig. 5 B).
Since we do not have an accurate estimate of the membrane
boundaries, this tapering may lie just outside of the lipid
bilayer at the extracellular surface.
Unlike previous reconstructions from intact gap junctions
(Unwin and Ennis, 1984; Unwin and Zampighi, 1980), the
connexon pore tapered from the cytoplasmic end to the
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tent with sucrose accessibility measurements on the pore
(Makowski et al., 1984). The pore had a narrowest diameter
of -16 A, although this measurement was at the resolution
limit in the map. Given the considerable experimental ma-
nipulation required for the isolation and splitting of the gap
junctions, the two extracellular loops (per connexin) may
have experienced rearrangements that resulted in the ap-
pearance of a constriction. Nevertheless, the connexon
structure remained highly hexagonal after splitting and
maintained the -8° skew from vertical, as previously ob-
served by Baker et al. (1983, 1985) and Gogol and Unwin
(1988).
It is interesting to note that we see continuous density
through the membrane in our map. While this result was
unexpected based on the current dogma of negative staining,
it is not unique. Karlsson et al. (1983) and Bottcher et al.
(1992) also reported 3-D maps of membrane proteins, cy-
tochrome reductase, and photosystem I (PS I), respectively,
obtained from negatively stained crystals that showed
strong density through the membrane. In both structures, the
highest densities were those in the transmembrane region.
We present three hypotheses for our observations. The first
two explanations we have mentioned previously in the
paper, i.e., stain penetration through the membrane due to
the biochemical manipulation of the sample or loss of
features in the lipid regions due to the crystallographic
averaging process. Stain penetration into a crevasse in the
bilayer between protein and surrounding lipids, formed by
electron irradiation, is a possibility in view of a new 3-D
reconstruction of PS I (Karrasch et al., 1996). While their
structure also shows densities within the membrane, there is
weaker contrast through the membrane than in the same
area of the 3-D reconstruction of Bottcher et al. (1992).
Karrasch et al. (1996) attributed this lower contrast to using
a much lower electron dose. Stain penetration into crevasses
as a result of electron irradiation were first described by
Unwin and Klug for tobacco mosaic virus (1974). However,
the appearance of cross-sectional views through our mem-
branes, fortuitously obtained by folds or membrane edges,
do not show significant stain darkening. A third proposal is
that contributions from the transmembrane domains are
being seen as a result of the stability of the specimen at low
temperature. In essence, at low temperature, the negative
stain may act as a mold to hold the protein in place, allowing
enhanced crystallographic averaging. A similar explanation
has been proposed in spot-scan images where the unirradi-
ated areas hold irradiated spots in place (Downing, 1991).
Rachel et al. (1986) and Valpuesta et al. (1990) have re-
ported high-resolution images from negatively stained spec-
imens. At higher resolution, these images contain contribu-
tions from the protein as well as the stain. In principle, if the
structural preservation is good, then the images obtained
should be the sum of the stain and protein.
AFM images of mechanically split gap junction plaques
(Hoh et al., 1991, 1993) possess both similar and dissimilar
features to the 3-D connexon reconstruction. An opening at
cytoplasmic surface are common features. Other features in
common include the protrusions (height modulations) rising
above the membrane on the extracellular side, which may
indicate that the contact surface between connexons in
apposing membranes is not flat. Hoh et al. (1993) suggested
that two connexons may dock in the same fashion as in-
termeshing cogs. This hypothesis requires that apposing
connexons be rotated 300 with respect to each other such
that the peaks on one connexon fit into the valleys of the
other connexon. Given the ionically tight interface created
between connexons in the assembled intercellular channel,
it seems unlikely that the connexons interact at the tips of
the protrusions, as this would result in a palisade of molec-
ular gaps corresponding to the aligned valleys at the con-
nexon/connexon interface. Our hemichannel structure pre-
sents tantalizing evidence for the intermeshing cogs model
of connexon-connexon interaction.
One important dissimilarity between the 3-D map and the
AFM images was the channel pore diameter. AFM images
provide a channel pore diameter of 38 A at the extracellular
side, which is about twice the diameter (--16 A) in the
connexon reconstruction. Hoh et al. (1993) offered an ex-
planation that the AFM tip might have pushed out certain
parts of the protein, causing an artificial broadening of the
channel pore.
Connexin secondary structure in the connexon
The x-ray diffraction analysis by Tibbitts et al. (1990)
indicated that there was more a-helical content than could
be accounted for by four transmembrane helices. The El
and E2 loops are thought to be as rigid as the transmem-
brane domain (Hoh et al., 1993; Sosinsky, 1992). Hence, the
extracellular region is visible with the crystallographic av-
eraging used. Each extracellular protrusion may therefore
include an extension of the intramembrane a-helical struc-
ture (Tibbitts et al., 1990). As reviewed in the introduction,
mutagenesis studies have suggested that the extracellular
loops contain disulfide-bonded f3-sheet conformation (Foote
and Nicholson, 1997), which would be expected to act as a
rigid domain. Even though the transmembrane structure has
not been implicated in determining the compatibility of
docking connexons, it may contribute to the structure of the
channel wall in the gap region of the channel. However, it
is possible that the occurrence of a conformational change
upon junctional splitting may give rise to the observed
sixfold protrusions seen in both chemically split or mechan-
ically split junctions (Hoh et al., 1993).
It is known that hydrogen bonding plays a substantive
role in connexon pairing because urea is required to bio-
chemically split connexon pairs (Manjunath et al., 1984;
Ghoshroy et al., 1995). The percentage of hydrophobic
amino acids in the E2 loop is high, and so hydrophobic
interactions are involved in the extracellular connexon pair-
ing. Ghoshroy et al. (1995) also provide evidence that
the extracellular surface and little structural detail at the
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divalent cations contribute to stabilizing the docking of
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apposing connexons. The availability of a 3-D reconstruc-
tion of this key appositional interface will permit modeling
of the protein-protein interactions involved in the cell-cell
interactions at gap junctional connexon interfaces.
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